DecoType
Digital decoration technology for
primary packaging
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Packaging as a multi-sensory experience
From the packaging to the work of art: Digital direct printing opens up
completely new possibilities to inspire your consumers. How? For
example, by printing three-dimensional container structures in a
targeted manner - or by creating them yourself using digital
embossing. Sounds like a great burden on production? Absolutely not:
With DecoType technology, you can conjure amazing multi-sensory
effects at the touch of a button.
At a glance
− Cylindrical containers
− Substrates: PET and glass
− Brilliant colours in the CMYK colour space
− Output ranging from 5,000 to 36,000 containers per hour
− Digital embossing on glass:
 Creation of tangible structures on smooth surfaces
− Print area on glass and PET containers:
 360-degree printing on cylindrical containers
 Structured surfaces
 Areas which cannot be labelled
 Printing height of up to 190 mm
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The entire machine range at a glance
DecoType Compact

DecoType Lab

Output range

Up to 5,000 containers per
hour

Up to 120 containers per hour Up to 24,000 containers
per hour

Up to 36,000 containers per
hour

Container type

Cylindrical containers

Cylindrical containers

Cylindrical containers
specially shaped containers

Cylindrical containers

Container material

PET, glass

PET, glass

PET, HDPE

PET, glass

Colour area

CMYK + white
Spot colour
+ varnish

DecoType Select

CMYK + white
Spot colour
+ varnish

DecoType Performance

CMYK + white
spot colour

CMYK + white
Spot colour
+ varnish

Print height

190 mm

190 mm

205 mm

Printing technology

Drop-on-demand inkjet
technology

Drop-on-demand inkjet
technology

Piezoelectic ink-jet technology Drop-on-demand inkjet
technology

Print resolution

360 dpi

360 dpi

360 dpi

360 dpi

Application

Beverage

Beverage

HPC (home and personal care)

Beverage

190 mm
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Why go for direct print? There are three good reasons!
Reason number 1: More flexibility for packaging designs
− Creating exciting 3D-effects
 Creating tangible structures on smooth surfaces via
digital embossing
 Accentuate grooves and projections on the packaging
surface with colour
 Merging appearance and feel into a multi-sensory
experience
− Realising individual artwork
− Wide range of printing height with up to 190 mm
− Personalised and localised products
− Implementation of interactive elements
 QR codes
 Social media
 Augmented reality
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Why go for direct print? There are three good reasons!
Reason number 2: Added flexibility and efficiency in production
− No purchase or storing of labels
− Simplified production steps compared to silk-screen
 No screen production required
 No colour kitchen required
 UV-curable ink instead of ceramic-curable printing colours
− Just-in-time production of container decoration
 Economic production of small batches
 Immediate reaction to changes on the market
 Very fast time to market
 Easy implementation of special editions
 Easy testing of new design ideas and packaging variants
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Why go for direct print? There are three good reasons!
Reason number 3: Increased sustainability
− Dispensing with label material
− Reduced CO2 footprint
Upcycling of glass bottles
Fire the imagination of consumers: High-quality print designs
transform glass packaging into sought-after utility or decorative
objects.
Cycle of PET containers
Our inks can be removed again without residue in the recycling
process. Digitally printed PET bottles can therefore flow easily
into the recyclable materials cycle - and be reprocessed into new
food-grade bottles. This has also been confirmed by the
Association of Plastic Recyclers.
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The basics: Colour spectrum and printing process
DecoType works with the CMYK model
− Wide-spread printing standard
− Brilliant CMYK colour space
− White background of the graphics, depending on
artwork and container colour
Method of operation
− Colour shades are created from four different
components
 Cyan
 Magenta
 Yellow
 Black (= key colour)
− Optional:
 Use of up to two special colours
Drop-on-demand inkjet procedure
− Contact-free process
− Enables printing of three-dimensional surfaces
− Only creates print drops on demand
− High-precision and fast
− Guaranteed quick and safe hardening of the colour

CYAN + MAGENTA + YELLOW + KEY (BLACK)
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Krones multicroma consumables
Krones multicroma UV-curable inks have been specifically
modified to suit the demands of digital decoration technology.
What does this mean exactly?
That they …
− are free of harmful ingredients - and thus suitable for
indirect food contact
− achieve excellent coverage and adhesion
− combine high scratch resistance with low migration
− also reliably adhere to the container in they are admitted to
moisture and other stresses
The correct product for each step
In addition to UV inks, the multicroma series offers perfectly
matched consumables for the entire decoration process - from
base coats to cleaning fluids.

Transparent, safe, sustainable
The multicroma products are delivered in handy bag-in-box packs.
− Fully recyclable
− Clear identification via RFID tag - no mix-up of colours when
refilling
− Printed best before date
− Transparent consumption control through tracking of the filling
level
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The basics: printing process

Pre-treatment
The container surface is pretreated from all sides.
 Ensures process stability
 Ensures ink adhesion

White print
The artwork area is highlighted
in white colour.
 Ensures colour brilliance
 Ensures opacity
 Ensures recycling capability
 Ensures ink adhesion

Process colour
print and
pinning
The process colours are applied
in succession.
− On shaped containers:
 first the front side
 rotate 180 degrees
 then the back side
− On cylindrical containers:
 single-pass 360 degree
printing
− In-between:
 multiple "pinning",
e.g. intermediate drying
 Ensures edge sharpness
 Ensures print quality

Hardening
The colour is hardened in the
UV-tunnel.
 Ensures scratch and abrasion
resistance
 Ensures low-migration
properties of the colours
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The technology: colour supply
Bag-in-box system for inks
− Ink specially adapted to the process
− Unambiguous identification of each colour using
RFID chip, no chance of selecting the wrong colour
− Complete consumption transparency
Central cabinet for ink supply
− Refill station for all print units
− Refill station for all cleaning liquids
− Collecting container for cleaning waste
(printing colour and cleaning liquid)
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Artwork inspection
Technical features
− High-resolution cameras (4.2 mega pixels)
− Maximum of 6 cameras for specially-shaped containers and
12 for cylindrical containers
− Output ranging from 5,000 to 36,000 containers per hour
− Inspection area of 70 to 210 mm
Range of applications
− Precision verification of the print image and the codes
− Nozzle failure detectable
− Automatic rejection of faulty containers
− Suitable for bottle diameters between 47 mm and 98 mm
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Checkmat inspector
What does it check?

Inspection criteria?

Artworks

Correctness: comparison of numbers,

letters and characters by means of
reference images
2D codes

Correctness

LOT number

Correctness

Bar code

Correctness,
quality

Code/dating device

Presence,
readability (OCR-B)

Nozzle
failure
Detection
asmm
of 360 dpi

Inspection
range between
70 and 210
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Starting at the push of a button
Do you find direct printing exciting but are shying away from this
completely new technology? No problem: The Dekron all-around
package will help you to become an early adopter in no time.
Our services:
− Delivery of the machine technology and ink
− Development of a container design which is tailored exactly to
the printing technology and decoration possibilities
− Consulting and support when choosing the material
− Perfect interaction of all processes
− Setting up the entire work flow for your production process
... and most importantly:
as part of the Krones family, we always keep the complete line in
mind: We embed the digital decoration technology in a coherent
line which delivers top performance.

Machine

Prozess

Line integration

Colour
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Each element designed with an eye to sustainability
Awarded the German Packaging Prize 2020 in the category “Sustainability”:
3 Circles - a project of Krones and Dekron.
− Bottle material:
 Recycled PET – produced with Krones MetaPure technology
 Can be reprocessed to food grade PET after use
− Decoration and bottle design:
 Digitally decorated with DecoType direct printing technology
 UV-curable inks developed in-house can be removed without residue in
the recycling process
 Tethered cap prevents the container cap from entering into the
environment
 Design elements subtly reflect the world-renowned recycling icon –
including the artwork, the three-legged base and the shoulder section
consisting of three rounded triangular surfaces
The overall concept ready for the market
The technologies for producing, dressing and reprocessing are available as
series products in the Krones group – they show a harmonic overall solution
which is ready for commercial use!
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Benefits to you
Innovative packaging for your products
Contrary to conventional labels, the targeted application of the
direct print grooved and relief structures is possible. This provides
entirely new chances for consumer products which make them
stand out from the mass of competitive products.
Large decoration surface
Even with very complex designs, the printing height of 205
millimetres leaves much space for a lot of text information on the
packaging.
Easy start
In addition to machine and colour, the Dekron all-around package
also includes set-up of the entire work flow on site. This way, you
can use the new technology immediately and profitably – at the
push of a button and in all its facets.

Less logistics, more flexibility
No labels, no stock keeping: DecoType creates the decoration
directly at the line, and during the production process it is adjusted
within seconds to the new artwork.
High OEE with small batches
Due to just-in-time production of the artwork, also small batches
can be produced flexibly and economically – for example, for
testing different design variants on the market or to individualise
your packaging.
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The details: DecoType Lab
Applications
− Ideal product development and tests
− For up to 120 glass or PET containers per hour
Technical features
− Manual feed
− Digital UV-curable inks with specially developed formula
− Separate system for pre-treatment and post-treatment
− Print server for colour management and RIP functions
(Raster Image Processor)
Colour gamut
− CMYK + W + V + Spot
− Brilliant CMYK + white colour space
− Use of up to two special colours possible
− Digital protective varnish for glass substrates applicable
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The details: DecoType Compact
Applications
− Ideal for medium and small batch sizes
− For up to 5,000 glass or PET containers per hour
Technical features
− Linear clock pulse machine
− Up to five Dekron double-print modules
− Automatic print head cleaning
− Artwork inspection
− Blocked system for pre-treatment and post-treatment
− Print server for colour management and RIP functions
(Raster Image Processor)
Colour gamut
− Brilliant CMYK + white colour space
− Use of up to two special colours possible
− Digital protective varnish for glass substrates applicable
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The details: DecoType Select
Applications
− For up to 24,000 specially-shaped HDPE or PET
containers per hour
− For up to 10,000 cylindrical HDPE or PET containers
per hour
Technical features
− Modular rotary machine
− Automatic print head cleaning
− Stationary print units
− Artwork inspection
− External pre-treatment and UV curing modules
− Pre-press automation due to PDF-X workflow
− Print server for colour management and RIP functions
(Raster Image Processor)
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The details: DecoType Performance
Applications
− For up to 36,000 PET containers per hour
− For up to 24,000 glass containers per hour
Technical features
− Automatic high-performance machine
− Up to 24 Dekron double-print modules – upgrade
possible any time
− Artwork inspection
− Automatic print head cleaning
− Plasma or flame pre-treatment depending on the
substrate
− Integrated UV post-treatment unit
− Separate pre-and post-treatment in an integrated
system
− Print server for colour management and RIP functions
(Raster Image Processor)
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Certified ecological efficiency: machines with enviro certification
At Krones, the blue enviro label stands for excellent ecological efficiency. Products that bear the enviro label have proven in an
objective test procedure that they efficiently use energy and media, and that they produce in an environmentally friendly way.
The requirements are defined by the EME standard that has been developed by the TÜV SÜD (technical inspection authority) for
assessing production plants. The enviro test procedure has also been certified by TÜV SÜD as an independent expert. Therefore,
you can be sure that an enviro label stands for ecological efficiency.
This is why the DecoType Select is enviro-classified:
Energy efficiency
− Efficient intermediate hardening of clocked and focussed LED
lamps with highest degree of efficiency
− Efficient compressed-air design through fixed piping
Media efficiency
− Certified bottle to bottle recycling (process approved by the APR,
Association of Plastic Recyclers)
− Positive CO2 balance as there is no label production
− Bypass circulation of the air from the air conditioner
− Low use of ink thanks to the drop-on-demand principle
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Everything from a single source
Training sessions at the Krones Academy – trained personnel
increases your line efficiency
The versatile training offer ranges from operation, servicing and
maintenance to management training. We will gladly also
establish your individual training programme.

KIC Krones cleaning agents make your machine shine
Only if the production environment is immaculate, can your
product be brilliant. KIC Krones provides you with the optimum
cleaning agents and disinfectants for each individual production
step.

Krones Lifecycle Service – partner for performance
Also after having purchased a new machine, Krones will take care
of your line; the LCS experts are always ready to consult you and
translate your goals and wishes into optimal LCS solutions.

KIC Krones Lubricants for every production step
Whether for gears, chains or central lubrication systems – our
greases and oils are true all-round talents. They can reach every
lubrication point, protect your line and ensure gentle treatment for
your products thanks to their food-grade quality.

